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We dedicate this booklet on January 24, 2015 to Shulamit Ran for her service as 
artistic director of Contempo. Thank you, Shulamit, for your exquisite leadership. 

Your mark will be felt for the next 50 years. 
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Some Personal Reflections on My Time with the CCP and Contempo 

It was the presence of the Contemporary Chamber Players of the University of Chicago 
that was a major draw for me when, in the spring of 1973, I accepted the invitation 
extended to me by Ralph Shapey and his colleagues at the Department of Music to come 
for interviews at the University of Chicago for what was an open position of Assistant 
Professor of Composition.  I had heard of the CCP, as it was often called, and knew it was 
considered to be a stellar new music ensemble.  And although I was familiar with only a 
little bit of Shapey’s music, having heard one or two works in a concert I attended in New 
York, I found it to be powerful and personal in ways that spoke to me more than most 
other music of that modernist era.  I also was aware of the reputation of Easley Blackwood 
as composer and pianist in Chicago.  Aside from that I did not know very much about 
the University of Chicago, much less about its music program.  I had never before visited 
Chicago, and I was not even seeking an academic position at the time. 

Shapey, who telephoned me one evening in New York right at the heels of an earlier, 
more formal call from Robert Marshall, then Chair of the Department of Music, was trying 
to make a case as to why I ought to give serious consideration to this invitation.  In the 
inimitable style I came to know so well over time, Shapey was direct, down-to-earth, 
mincing no words.  He dangled a number of carrots, the presence of the CCP being a 
major one, in a conversation that lasted over an hour.  By the end of it I felt, at some level, 
as though I had known him forever.  

The knowledge that if I came to Chicago I would be in close proximity to such a world-class 
ensemble, and that whether it did or did not perform my music (and Shapey, in fact, vowed 
to me — just in case I had any misconceptions about the matter — that he would apply 
the same rigorous criteria to programming my music as to all other music: He, as Music 
Director, would have to find it worthy!), I could learn and stretch myself from the 

The commanding Ralph Shapey conducts

Shulamit Ran, artistic director of Contempo, 
2002-2015

we found a new source of backing for our efforts.  Encouraged by Martha Feldman, my 
colleague at the Department of Music whose own area of scholarship is quite distant in 
time and place from Contempo’s yet whose passion and inspired leadership have been 
critical in the restructuring of Contempo and in the times beyond — I appealed for support 
from none other than our University of Chicago President of that time, Don Randel, himself 
a music historian of note. 

Our view of the expanded role of Contempo in the life of the city and the resolve 
to develop new constituencies for the Contempo vision was happily embraced by 
President Randel and later on by President Robert Zimmer.  It also meshed perfectly 
with a new commitment to the arts at the University of Chicago, a deeper and growing 
acknowledgment of the extent to which the arts are a critical and essential part of the life 
of the mind.

But the best part, of 
course, the essence  
of it all, is the music.   

In my curatorial capacity of planning the 
Contempo season in these past dozen 
years I have aimed to make each and 
every concert a distinct highlight.  I want 
my listener to fall in love, if not with 
every single piece immediately on its first 
hearing, but certainly with the attitude of 
the composer as great inventor, thinker, 
dramatist, powerful orator, prophet, 
commentator, who uses sound and time 
in ways that engage and transport you,  
taking you on a grand journey.  I want you,  
the listener, to feel invigorated  
by the experience.  To feel that what you just heard matters.  It is easy enough for me, 
thinking back of the Shapey years, to pick certain particular “favorite moments.”  When it 
comes to my own Contempo programming the task gets much harder, as so much had 
gone into every single choice of every piece.  Each piece is, in some ways, a precious piece 
in a complex puzzle, each necessary if the entire thing is to “lock in.”  I am proud of every 
piece it has been my privilege to program on each program.  I am proud of our magnificent 
performers who have given their all in an effort to capture the composer’s “truth.”

You, our listener, have given us that which is your most precious commodity: your time.   
I am proud of you, too, for being with us.  

Enough said.
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exposure to this quasi-lab situation of attending rehearsals, studying scores, and if I was 
lucky hearing my music performed under the best of conditions — ended up being a major 
incentive.

I flew to Chicago for interviews, and a few short months later the University of Chicago 
became home to me.  The promise of the CCP turned out to be exactly as I had imagined 
it: each concert an event to look forward to in the knowledge that it was not just an 
assemblage of pieces that represented the current statue quo, a tyranny of what, at least 
to my ears, often sounded like grey faceless music that was deemed to be “the rage” by 
the gurus of an anti-establishment, yet was no less dogmatic and predictable than the 
music from which it purported to liberate us all.  

Ralph Shapey was never a follower!  He was a trailblazer and a non-conformist by nature.  It 
was not necessary to love and admire every work on every CCP program — Shapey 
himself would occasionally concede that he did not care for every single work that ended  
up on a concert — to realize that his goal, at all times, was to present the music he 
deemed to be the best of its  
time.  I have always felt that, in selecting  
music for his programs, Shapey sought  
to identify music that he himself could  
respect for its rigor and craft, but that  
would also yield rewards at the visceral,  
emotional level for its attentive listener.   
He never lost his faith in the capacity of  
audiences to rise to the level of challenge  
his CCP concerts posed, however thorny  
or hard-edged.  It is not my intent, in this  
essay, to try and label a prevailing style,  
or styles, in Shapey’s programming.   
Suffice to say that, almost without  
exception, works he selected for  
performance are notable for demanding a  
curious, engaged listener.  He had little  
patience with music that sought to create  
an “ambience” or that used texture,  
however skillfully manipulated, as a point  
of departure.  A man of sharp tongue  
whose speech was often laced with  
expletives, his favored expression for  
this type of music was “music that tickles  
your xxx” (I will let the reader fill in the  
3-letter word that described a part of the human anatomy) — and he had little use for it.

By the time I arrived at the University of Chicago some other prevailing experimental 
trends of that era seemed also to be a thing of the past in Shapey’s programming.  On a 
number of occasions I heard him recall, with no small pride, the time he walked around the 
concert hall carrying a bust — a Beethoven bust, if my memory is right — as part of a 

Shapey’s personal score of O Jerusalem 
(1974-75) for soprano and flute

the ten years starting on October 26, 2004 with a concert at what was then the Chicago 
Historical Society, our concert season has included an annual Double-Bill, inspired by the 
idea that great music and music-making is not bound by genres, and the dividing lines we 
have come to take for granted mean far less than the power of imagination that makes the 
best of them riveting and memorable.  

It has been a special joy to witness, year after year, the coming together of different types 
of listeners that happens at these Double-Bills.  I recall how, prior to the first Contempo 
Double-bill, where noted jazz pianist Brad Mehldau performed a rare solo piano recital for 
us, I fully expected the telephone calls that would inquire “when does the Mehldau set 
begin?”  But that never happened.  My choice of artists for the second half of the double-
bill always assumed an audience that would be open-minded and curious: curious enough 
to give us — Contempo — a try!  And I have repeatedly been approached by new audience 
members commenting on the fact that they had never before attended such “new music” 
concerts, but were sure to come back!

And it has been exciting to witness the intense engagement of noted Jazz artists in these 
annual events — always eager to find out what it was that would precede “their act” — 
what inspiration might they draw from it when they come on stage to the hybrid audience 
that awaited them.

A new Resident Artists performers’ model, an annual Double-Bill that expanded the notion 
of new music, augmenting the Young Composers Concerts, now called Tomorrow’s Music 
Today and boasting two per season, and branching out into multiple performance venues, 
which have included the MCA, Ganz Hall, the Harris Theater, the Chicago Cultural Center, 
as well as Fulton Hall, Court Theater and most recently the stunning new facilities of the 
Logan Center - all part of a new engagement with audiences on and off campus.  The entire 
city of Chicago became “campus.”

And at a time when no new Paul Fromm seemed to be emerging with the kind of broad 
support that the Contemporary Chamber Players have enjoyed in the earlier decades, 

Jazz artist and long-time Contempo collaborator, Patricia Barber
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composition’s performance.  But in my own days as an audience member of the CCP, the 
artistic attitude that this type of music represented was not something I personally had 
witnessed much of.

At the other end of the compositional spectrum, on several occasions I had heard Shapey 
respond to the question of why he programmed, repeatedly, music by Milton Babbitt, 
with whom Shapey had a relatively close cordial relationship for many decades yet whose 
music, temperamentally, was really quite different than Shapey’s, by saying “because it 
fascinates me — it is like an intriguing puzzle.”

Some of my own best memories of music I heard on CCP concerts in my earlier years 
include “Kaddish Requiem” by Richard Wernick, “Corridors of Dream” by the late 
Boston-based Joyce Mekeel, “The Stronger,” an opera by Hugo Weisgall (one of my first 
opportunities to hear and see soprano Elsa Charlston in action), and a concert of four 

A review written by Chicago Tribune’s John von Rhein,
published on April 17, 1978, of Shapey’s The Covenant.

to Chicago, fresh out of school themselves. 
 
Though two very different types of ensembles, each with its own distinctive character, 
stage personae, repertoire, and growing audience base, together these ten young 
musicians quickly added up to a whole that was even larger than the sum of the 
parts.  These ten Contempo artists function in multiple capacities: as their own cohesive 
ensembles, as soloists where desired (note pianist Lisa Kaplan and cellist Nicholas 
Photinos performing as soloists later this season in concerti-like dissertation compositions 
composed for them by two of our Ph.D. composition students), and as subsets of larger 
groupings — almost like a small orchestra — including conducted larger ensemble works 
with Cliff Colnot at the podium.  I know of no similar model of a new music ensemble 
where two world-renowned chamber groups, a string quartet and a mixed sextet, who 
have reached the top of the ladder with their active international careers, function in quite 
this manner as core members of a larger entity, and taking on the breadth of roles that 
Contempo calls upon them to do.  There is now a long and proud list of compositions by 
composers from far and near, giants of our time side-by-side with students who are writing 
their first works for professional ensembles, that these ensembles have introduced to 
Contempo listeners, including ones that they have later integrated into their own touring 
repertoire - the frosting on the Contempo cake, if you will.  For me as Contempo’s Artistic 
Director, the inherent challenges of negotiating not only the complex schedules of these 
globe-trotting ensembles, but also the collective and individual artistic wills that come into 
play within this kind of structure, were handsomely rewarded every time these ten stellar 
artists took to the stage.

Add to this core of ten a flexible line-up of top-caliber guest musicians — e.g. vocal 
soloists, accordionist, a saxophone quartet, and much more — and the programming 
possibilities expand exponentially to fit the needs of the chosen repertoire.  This repertoire 
includes, of course, our own students’ doctoral dissertation compositions.  The present 
Contempo model of core musicians plus guests has enabled the creation and performance 
of highly ambitious dissertations, of a scale and breadth that would have been difficult to 
envision previously.  

More change:

An event that had taken place a few short years before I was appointed Artistic Director 
turned out to be a pivotal juncture: it was an evening at the Green Mill, where I heard, for 
the first time, jazz artist extraordinaire Patricia Barber.  Fast-forward to my early days at the 
CCP’s artistic helm, I found myself replaying that evening in my mind, recalling my own 
visceral excitement, and asking myself — why can’t we bring Barber’s kind of artistry, too, 
under a wider CCP umbrella?  My passion lies in what is usually referred to as “art music” 
— of all periods.  And I love concert program making!  It gives me immense satisfaction to 
introduce listeners to music that is new to them and that excites me!  As I was listening 
to Barber’s music-making I found myself wishing I could share it with my colleagues and 
students. 

Bracing, stimulating, uplifting, haunting, spiritual, disturbing, absorbing... beautiful, 
too!  These are just a few of the words that spring to mind as I try to describe the best in 
today’s music.  It is the Contempo vision I have aimed to bring to our concerts.  And for 
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commissioned works by Israeli composers Josef Tal, Ben Zion Orgad, Ya’acov Gilboa 
(that one with Isola Jones, a magnificent mezzo soprano who, soon thereafter, joined the 
ranks of the Metropolitan Opera), and Michael Barolsky — all of whom were present, 
having flown in from Israel for this concert of premieres. Perhaps this is a good moment 
to mention that, at least in principle, Shapey often purported to resist the programming of 
living composers from outside the U.S. in his programs.  “What do they do for us?” — he 
would grumble, often following up with typically choice Shapey speech patterns and noting 
that “those Europeans” only perform such-and-such (one or two composers with whom 
Shapey’s relationship was lukewarm at best).  

In reality, of course, there were numerous composers from outside the U.S. whose music 
was included on CCP programs.  One composer whose music turned up frequently on 
concerts, and with whom Shapey had an especially warm relationship, the two clearly 
having struck a genuine friendship based on respect and admiration, was the well-known 
Italian composer Luigi Dallapiccola.  

Over my first several years as Shapey’s colleague at the University of Chicago, there was 
one composer, however, whose music was conspicuously absent from the programs.  And 
that was none other than Ralph Shapey himself!  In 1969 Shapey had withdrawn his music 
from all public performance (with very few exceptions of close performers-colleagues 
who refused to accept Shapey’s “decree”) — his act of defiance in response to what he 
referred to as “the rottenness of the music world” — a moratorium that lasted seven 
years.  Again, this is not the place to write at great length about this chapter in the life of 
the Music Director of the Contemporary Chamber Players of the University of Chicago.  It 
took the intervention of various close friends, including Paul Fromm and numerous others, 
for Shapey to “give in.”  I think that the plain truth was that Shapey wanted to hear the 
music he had written during those self-imposed boycott years, or, as he used to say — 
“not hearing the work performed is like being interminably pregnant.”  The first work with 
which he “broke his silence” was “Praise” — a major, full-length oratorio for bass-baritone, 
double chorus, and chamber orchestra.  The performing forces that are needed for a work 
such as “Praise” are not easy to assemble, especially considering the economics of 
mounting serious new music at this day and age. Composed in 1971, Shapey waited for 
five years to hear the first performance on February 28, 1976, at Rockefeller Chapel.  It was 
clearly a work that meant much to him, and a grand, sonorous statement it is.   

From that point onwards, every season included a major Shapey work, sometimes 
employing quite sizable ensembles.  There is no question that the CCP — in a wide variety 
of configurations — was a favored “instrument” in Shapey’s vast catalogue.  One wonders 
whether some of these works might not still be awaiting a first hearing even today, had 
it not been for the existence of the CCP. One example was Shapey’s evening-long, tri-
partite “Songs of Songs.”  The first part of the work, for large ensemble with soprano (Elsa 
Charlston, the composer’s singing muse) was performed on March 5, 1980. The following 
season, on April 24, 1981, we were treated to the full work: the second part featuring a 
baritone solo, with both soprano and baritone joining for the third part. 
Of course music of such massive scope requires exceptional resources.  And no 
discussion of the 30-year long Shapey “reign” of the CCP can be adequately remembered 
without citing the extraordinarily important role played by Paul Fromm, and the Fromm 
Foundation.  Fromm, the Chicago businessman-wine importer whose passion and 

The infusion of talent and energy of not one, but two resident ensembles, Pacifica Quartet 
and eighth blackbird — two award-winning ensembles just starting on what were to 
become, over time, international careers — was a major boost. Concurrently, Cliff Colnot 
was invited to become the CCP’s conductor, bringing superior authority and extraordinary 
artistic command to the podium.  The CCP has always boasted an artistic roster made of 
the finest musicians in town, augmented by guest performers as needed.  That has not 
changed.  Yet Pacifica Quartet and eighth blackbird also brought their own unique attributes: 
not only were their members exceptional individual virtuoso performers, but each of the 
two ensembles had its own identity as an ensemble and the kind of synergy that happens 
when performers, by their own volition, are drawn to form the intimate artistic partnership 
that a quartet or a similar ensemble demands.  Still, when we first appointed the then-
Chicago-area-based Pacifica Quartet as resident artists, the vision of what our association 
with them would become was still nascent.  The CCP, now Contempo, is unique for being 
a top professional new music performing organization that, in tandem, fulfills a central 
curricular mission within an institute of higher learning.  Thus, the principal motivation 
behind the Pacifica residency, initially, was to provide our cohort of graduate composition 
students with robust performance opportunities by young musicians in a manner that 
would allow for a degree of interaction that went beyond the more traditional model of 
rehearsal plus concert experience.  

Side by side with their participation as core musicians in CCP concerts, and fulfilling other 
coaching and performing roles on campus, Pacifica Quartet started out with “readings” 
of our students’ works.  Being already then top professionals, they brought a level of 
excitement and professional commitment that very soon made it clear that these closed 
“readings” could, and should, be developed into open events.  A year later, encouraged 
by the promise of this first season, we brought in a second resident ensemble — eighth 
blackbird — comprised of six brilliant and charismatic young musicians who had just moved 

Members of Contempo, eighth blackbird, Pacifica Quartet, and Cliff Colnot, conductor
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advocacy for new music and its “cause” were widely known and greatly esteemed in 
discerning new music circles world-wide, became a life-long friend, and indeed one of 
Shapey’s, and the CCP’s, staunchest benefactors.  In the early days of its inception, major 
funding from the Rockefeller Foundation had allowed Shapey considerable freedom in 
programming, commissioning music, and even touring with the CCP.  The support of the 
Fromm Foundation was decades-long.  Its impact reverberated for years to come.   

I vividly recall the annual Fromm concerts — usually in April — as being *the* major 
event of the season.  Often these were the concerts that had the larger ensemble pieces 
(what Shapey referred to as “the glamorous concerts”), a reflection of the generous 
support by Paul Fromm.  Announced ahead with elegant invitations printed on fine paper 
that were sent out to a large mailing list, the Fromm Concerts were the best attended of 
the season.  I remember arriving each year at Mandel Hall to see a crowd of well-attired 
audience members lining up at the entrance of the hall.  It was something of a “social 
event” in Hyde Park — an annual spring ritual, usually followed by a party or a reception.

An important feature of the Fromm concerts each year was the inclusion of recent Fromm  
Foundation commissions, often hand-picked by Mr. Fromm himself, occasionally in world  
premieres, more frequently in first Chicago performances.  Shapey who, for the most part, 
sought no advice from anyone about programming, and in fact strenuously objected to 
any effort by anyone to intervene in his program-making, did accept Paul Fromm’s input 
where this annual concert was concerned (though not without some under-the-breath 
huff-and-puff, every now and then).  It seems inarguable that the lengthy list of significant 
performances of commissioned works that CCP audiences were treated to on a regular 
basis would not have been nearly as extensive and deep had it not been for the major 

Ralph Shapey and Elsa Charlston, “the composer’s singing muse” 

be saying, his raspy voice cackling and with a twinkle in his bright blue eyes — see? I told 
you!

Perhaps, in order to continue on an upward 
trajectory, an organization such as the CCP  
needs to reinvent itself periodically.  The 
Contempo experience that has evolved in the  
last dozen years or so is in various ways a 
different one than the CCP experience as I  
knew it under Ralph Shapey. Different, but also 
similar.  As Contempo’s Artistic Director,  
the uncompromising vision of Ralph Shapey 
continues to be an essential source of  
inspiration for me.  

But I also came to understand that if that  
vision was to remain viable, we would have  
to find new ways of engaging with new 
audiences.  By the turn of the millennium, 
Chicagoans had numerous new music concert 
series from which to choose, performed 
throughout the city by a growing number of 
ensembles, many of them young and  
enterprising, specializing in new music.  There  
is little question that it was the decades-long  
presence in Chicago of the CCP that is the  
principal factor in Chicago becoming a city  
that can take pride in its position as a “new music” city.  Inevitably, though, coming down 
to Hyde Park was no longer the only way for a Chicagoan to experience today’s music 
in live performance.  And I recall a Sunday afternoon following a CCP concert at Mandel 
Hall, walking with a colleague down Woodlawn Avenue, both of us feeling quite elated by 
the program we had just heard and by the stellar performances, yet lamenting that the 
CCP may have reached a new nadir in terms of audience turnout.  Enormous resources, 
material and human, went into the performance and production of each concert.  And yet 
it seemed, more and more, that we were turning into a well-kept secret on the new music 
scene.  To accept that would be a defeat of sorts — negating the original vision that had 
inspired the CCP endeavor.

I had realized, right then and there, that a re-imagining of how we went about concert 
presentation was due.  

Major changes were already afoot, with initiatives in place, or just getting underway, 
resulting from conversations involving Music Department Chairs, colleagues of the faculty, 
and our own students.  That the CCP, today Contempo, has always been a flagship of one 
of the world’s leading institutions of higher learning has meant that there are never-ending 
reservoirs of brain-power to be tapped!   

Shulamit joined the University 
of Chicago faculty in 1973.
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support by Paul Fromm and the Foundation.  It was a special relationship indeed.  In his will 
Paul Fromm had left a generous bequeath that lasted through several annual Fromm  
Foundation concerts after his death in 1987.  The end of the Fromm concerts, once this 
bequeath was exhausted, was indeed the end of an era.

Another standard feature in the CCP season  
that enjoyed Fromm Foundation support was 
an annual Young Composers Concert, YCC,  
where music by the UChicago composition 
program’s own graduate students was heard,  
including their dissertation compositions.  
Shapey had a strong and unwavering  
commitment to providing his students with  
top-notch, professional quality performances  
of their music as part of their education as   
composers at the University of Chicago.   
The repertoire that was being created included  
also conducted works, and at a certain point  
Shapey decided to invite Barbara Schubert, at  
the time a doctoral candidate in musicology  
at the Department of Music and herself a  
gifted conductor, to conduct a YCC concert.   
In subsequent years it was Schubert who was  
entrusted with conducting the YCC concerts,  
though it was Shapey, of course, who  
continued to set the tone for the full season  
as a whole and for its programming.  

At the other end of the programmatic spectrum  
were performances, at least once a season and often a good bit more, of major works 
from the earlier part of the 20th century, especially music by Schoenberg, Webern, Berg, 
an occasional Stravinsky, as well as works by Varèse and Ives.  Though mostly music 
composed many decades earlier, Shapey felt that such repertoire had still not taken its 
rightful place as part of the “standard” concert experience.  It also provided a necessary 
context for the later music that was the CCP’s mainstay.  

Mine is a very brief, and in no way comprehensive, overview of some of my own personal 
memories and impressions of the Shapey-CCP era.  I do want to make special mention of 
one other noteworthy fact having to do with Shapey’s choice of repertoire.

During his time as Music Director, the disparity in numbers between professionally active 
and successful (i.e. performed, published, employed) male and female composers was 
significantly greater than it is today, the perpetuation of centuries-long “gender gap.”  Yet 
in looking through the list of works performed during the Shapey era, it is striking to see 
the relatively strong representation of women on it.  In the chronology in which their works 
first appeared on a CCP concert, Shapey had programmed music by these women:  Pozzi 
Escot, Pauline Oliveros, Barbara Kolb, Verna Shadi, Elizabeth Lutyens, Joyce Mekeel, 
Shulamit Ran, Ruth Wylie, Louise Talma, Eleanor Cory, Betsy Jolas, Ellen Taaffe Zwilich, 

Program page of a Young Composers Concert, 
with guest conductors Barbara Schubert and  
Cliff Colnot

of faithful devotees — not a growing audience — by the late eighties and early nineties.  
Shapey was like a lion in winter.  

Following Shapey’s retirement, conductor-composer Steven Mosko was appointed 
Music Director for a period of several years, followed by shorter periods of Resident 
Conductors.  As Shapey was approaching his 80th birthday, an event that had taken place 
several seasons earlier at Rockefeller Chapel sparked an idea.  It was a performance by 
the Contemporary Vocal Ensemble at Indiana University, conducted by its music director 
Carmen Helena Tellez, of Masses by then-U of C professor John Eaton and Mexican 
composer Mario Lavista.  Having formed such an outstanding 20th-century vocal ensemble 
in her home institution, I knew that Tellez was in the position to assemble the kind of 
choral performance forces that could do justice to Shapey’s “Praise.”  I proposed that the 
Department of Music appoint Tellez Resident Conductor of the CCP for the season.  Indeed 
this 80th birthday concert, complete with a fascinating pre-concert conversation about the 
creative process between Ralph Shapey and the great University of Chicago theologian  
Martin Marty — himself a friend and admirer of Shapey’s whom I met at the Shapey home  
— may have signaled a new chapter for the CCP, drawing a wide audience and strong  
critical accolades.  I was serving at the time as Chair of a committee of several colleagues  
of the Music Department that was charged with overseeing the CCP during the four years  
that saw conductors Cliff Colnot, Barbara Schubert, and Ms. Tellez as Resident Conductors.  
My involvement in the curatorial aspect of various programs during these seasons grew — 
and one day it became official.  Quite unexpectedly I found myself being asked to take on 
the artistic direction of the CCP, and in the position of carrying on the Shapey legacy.  As for 
Shapey himself, he was no longer among the living at that point, though I know he would 

A flyer promoting the world premiere of Shapey’s Praise, on February 28, 1976
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Joan Tower, Ruth Crawford Seeger, Nancy Laird Chance, Kathryn Alexander, Betty Olivero, 
Elena Firsova, Michelle Ekizian, Augusta Read Thomas, Faye-Ellen Silverman.  In addition, 
there were, of course, also numerous works by women who were graduate composition 
students at UChicago, including Darlene Cowles (now Mitchell), Deborah Drattell (who was 
awarded a prestigious Fromm Commission), and Melinda Wagner.  

Shapey’s choice of musicians for the CCP was equally unencumbered by criteria other than 
professional excellence.  He often referred to his “regulars” as “my guys;” but “my guys” 
included numerous women at all times.  A favorite Shapey story which I heard him tell 
repeatedly was how, one day at rehearsal, he looked up from the score he was conducting 
and suddenly burst into laughter.  When asked what was so funny, his response was (direct 
quote) — “look — a row of chicks!”  

I can think of no other person whose use of such language made it seem, at least to these 
ears, not only forgivable, but downright lovable.  

As Ralph Shapey told it, when he was  
approached by Leonard Meyer, then  
Chair of the University of Chicago  
Department of Music, with an offer  
to move from New York to Chicago  
and assume the position of Professor,  
“they really put out the red carpet for  
me.”  Clearly, it was the opportunity to  
establish a world-class performing  
organization that would devote itself  
exclusively to presenting the music of  
our time under the best possible  
conditions — that made this invitation  
impossible to refuse.  He accepted, and  
fifty years later we can look back and  
rejoice in that fateful decision.  

It is much harder for me to talk about the later years of what is now Contempo — since it 
means moving to the first person.

Where to begin?

I will state unequivocally that at no point, until I was asked by the Department of Music to 
take over the artistic direction of the CCP, did I anticipate or imagine this turn of events!

Letter from composer Edgard Varèse to 
Department of Music chairman Leonard B. Meyer

Perhaps it was Ralph Shapey who, in some uncanny way, did foresee it.  It was at a lecture 
I gave in tandem with the premiere performance by the Philadelphia Orchestra in October 
1990 of my “Symphony,” with Shapey in attendance (he was the work’s dedicatee), where 
he rose from his seat to proclaim that I would be carrying on “his legacy.”  

More than a decade later, in a letter he read out loud at a private family 80th birthday 
celebration in his home, addressed to me and to the people he called “my Chicago family,” 
he repeated those words.  They are inscribed in his inimitable handwriting in a letter dated 
3/10/2001, on CCP stationery where he added by hand the word Laureate to his title as 
CCP Music Director:  

“...I am proud of you!  So proud that as I stated in Phila. at a public lecture by you, ‘I turn my 
legacy over to you.’  I’m sure that it will be in good hands.”   A treasured memento!  

For his 80th birthday I did, in fact, fashion a plan that made it possible to bring back Shapey’s 
oratorio “Praise” for a grand birthday celebration at Rockefeller Chapel, an event which 
truly thrilled Shapey.  It was the second, and to the best of my knowledge the only repeat 
performance this work has had, to this day.  As I have noted already, there are enormous 
challenges associated with mounting a piece of this scope and difficulty.  By that point,  
with Shapey no longer at the helm, and the CCP was undergoing what, in retrospect, was 
an extended period of transition.  Already in the latter years of the Shapey era, and with 
the largesse of foundations that the CCP had previously enjoyed becoming sparser and 
eventually dwindling to a trickle, the support, however solid, of the University of Chicago 
Department of Music and its endowment, could not compete with the steadily rising costs 
of putting on concerts.  Shapey often spoke to me with disenchantment about no longer  
being in the position to mount large-scale concerts — programming large-ensemble 
works, the more “glamorous” events, as he referred to them, of past years.  These were 
challenging, leaner years for the CCP, putting to test the vision that characterized the first 
twenty-five years. Mandel Hall audiences, too, looked more and more like a group 
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